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Governance Strategies at the Boundary 

Morris Bosin 

A critical role of governance in times of discontinuous change is determining what constitutes 

effective strategies at the boundary between organizations and their external environments. Which 

strategies are best equipped to solve complex problems? Cross boundary governance can refer to 

spatial boundaries (ex., collaboration between nations to achieve regional economic stability), 

temporal boundaries (ex., transitioning organizations from status quo to a new level of stabilization; 

or conceptual boundaries (ex., adjudicating between market-based vs. state-based solutions to health 

care). Cross-boundary conditions present the greatest opportunities for discovering creative solutions 

to complex problems. Effective governance sets the parameters that allow creative solutions to 

emerge while preserving some sense of order during the transition. This requires the ability to 

manage “at the edge of chaos.  Three epistemological perspectives may shed light on what 

constitutes effective boundary governance:  1) Constructing governance models with sufficient 

variety to match the complexity of issues (Ross Ashby:  Law of Requisite Variety); 2) Understanding 

and stewarding emergent, self-organizing solutions to address complex issues (Complexity science: 

The Santa Fe Institute); and 3) Recognizing, accounting for, and modulating the designer’s 

predispositions’ in formulating the governance strategy (Reflexivity, 2
nd

 order cybernetics, 

phenomenology: George Soros, Heinz von Foerster, Edmond Husserl, Alfred Schutz)  

 

Morris Bosin is a retired Federal executive with over 40 years of experience in leading strategic and 

performance planning initiatives at several Federal agencies, including the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration, NOAA, and the Department of the Interior.  For the past 15 years he has provided 

planning and analytical consulting services to the Department of Labor, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 

The Federal Aviation Administration and the Department of Homeland Security – Customs and Border 

Protection.  He has served as adjunct professor of strategic management at the University of 

Maryland University College since 1992.  He received his doctorate in Public Administration and 

General Systems Theory from George Washington University. 


